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Massive stars have a profound influence on the Universe, but their formation remains poorly
understood. We review the current status of observational and theoretical research in this
field, describing the various stages of an evolutionary sequence that begins with cold, massive
gas cores and ends with the dispersal and ionization of gas bythe newly-formed star. The
physical processes in massive star formation are describedand related to their observational
manifestations. Feedback processes and the relation of massive stars to star cluster formation
are also discussed. We identify key observational and theoretical questions that future studies
should address.

1. INTRODUCTION

Massive star formation has drawn considerable interest
for several decades, but the last 10 years have witnessed
a strong acceleration of theoretical and observational re-
search in this field. One of the major conceptual problems
in massive star formation arises from the radiation pres-
sure massive stars exert on the surrounding dust and gas
core (e.g.,Kahn, 1974;Wolfire and Cassinelli, 1987;Jijina
and Adams, 1996;Yorke and Sonnhalter, 2002;Krumholz
et al., 2005b). In principle, this radiation pressure could
be strong enough to stop further accretion, which would
imply that the standard theory of low-mass star formation
had to be adapted to account for the formation of mas-
sive stars. Two primary approaches have been followed
to overcome these problems: the first and more straight-
forward approach is to modify the standard theory quanti-
tatively rather than qualitatively. Theories have been pro-
posed that invoke varying dust properties (e.g.,Wolfire and
Cassinelli, 1987), increasing accretion rates in turbulent
cloud cores of the order10−4 − 10−3 M� yr−1 compared
to∼ 10−6 M� yr−1 for low-mass star formation (e.g.,Nor-
berg and Maeder, 2000;McKee and Tan, 2003), accretion
via disks (e.g.,Jijina and Adams, 1996;Yorke and Sonnhal-
ter, 2002), accretion through the evolving hypercompact
HII region (Keto, 2003; Keto and Wood, 2006), the es-
cape of radiation through wind-blown cavities (Krumholz
et al., 2005a) or radiatively driven Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
bilities (Krumholz et al., 2005b). These variations to the

standard picture of low-mass star formation suggest that
massive stars can form within an accretion-based picture
of star formation. Contrary to this, a paradigm change for
the formation of massive stars has been proposed based on
the observational fact that massive stars always form at the
dense centers of stellar clusters: the coalescence scenario.
In this scenario, the protostellar and stellar densities ofa
forming massive cluster are high enough (∼ 108 pc−3) that
protostars undergo physical collisions and merge, thereby
avoiding the effects of radiation pressure (Bonnell et al.,
1998;Bally and Zinnecker, 2005). Variants of the coales-
cence model that operate at lower stellar densities have been
proposed byStahler at al.(2000) and byBonnell and Bate
(2005). A less dramatic approach suggests that the bulk
of the stellar mass is accreted via competitive accretion in
a clustered environment (Bonnell et al., 2004). This does
not necessarily require the coalescence of protostars, butthe
mass accretion rates of the massive cluster members would
be directly linked to the number of their stellar companions,
implying a causal relationship between the cluster forma-
tion process and the formation of higher-mass stars therein.

We propose an evolutionary scenario for massive star
formation, and then discuss the various stages in more de-
tail. Following Williams et al. (2000), we use the term
clumpsfor condensations associated with cluster formation,
and the termcoresfor molecular condensations that form
single or gravitationally bound multiple massive protostars.
The evolutionary sequence we propose for high-mass star-
forming cores is:
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High-Mass Starless Cores (HMSCs)
→High-Mass Cores harboring accreting Low/Intermediate-

Mass Protostar(s) destined to become a high-mass star(s)
→ High-Mass Protostellar Objects (HMPOs)
→ Final Stars.
The term HMPO is used here in a literal sense, i.e., accret-
ing high-mass protostars. Hence, the HMPO group consists
of protostars>8 M�, which early on have not necessar-
ily formed a detectable Hot Molecular Core (HMC) and/or
Hypercompact HII region (HCHIIs, size< 0.01 pc). HMCs
and HCHIIs might coexist simultaneously. Ultracompact
HII regions (UCHIIs, size< 0.1 pc) are a transition group:
some of them may still harbor accreting protostars (hence
are at the end of the HMPO stage), but many have likely
already ceased accretion (hence are part of the Final-Star
class). High-mass stars can be on the main sequence while
they are deeply embedded and actively accreting as well as
after they cease accreting and become Final Stars. The class
of High-Mass Cores harboring accreting Low/Intermediate-
Mass Protostars has not been well studied yet, but there has
to be a stage between the HMSCs and the HMPOs, consist-
ing of high-mass cores with embedded low/intermediate-
mass objects. On the cluster/clump scale the proposed evo-
lutionary sequence is:

Massive Starless Clumps
→ Protoclusters
→ Stellar Clusters.
By definition, Massive Starless Clumps can harbor only
HMSCs (and low-mass starless cores), whereas Protoclus-
ters in principle can harbor all sorts of smaller-scale entities
(low- and intermediate-mass protostars, HMPOs, HMCs,
HCHIIs, UCHIIs and even HMSCs).

This review discusses the evolutionary stages and their
associated physical processes (§2, 3, 4, 6), feedback pro-
cesses (§4), and cluster formation (§5), always from an ob-
servationaland theoretical perspective. We restrict our-
selves to present day massive star formation in a typical
Galactic environment. Primordial star formation, lower
metallicities or different dust properties may change this
picture (e.g.,Bromm and Loeb, 2004;Draine, 2003). The
direct comparison of the theoretical predictions with the ob-
servational evidences and indications shows the potentials
and limitations of our current understanding of high-mass
star formation. We also refer to the IAU227 Proceedings
dedicated to Massive Star Birth (Cesaroni et al., 2005b).

2. INITIAL CONDITIONS

2.1. Observational results

The largest structures within our Galaxy are Giant
Molecular Clouds (GMCs) with sizes from∼20 to∼100 pc
and masses between∼104 to∼106 M�. The physical prop-
erties have been discussed in many reviews (e.g.,McKee,
1999;Evans, 1999), and we summarize only the most im-
portant characteristics. A multi-transition survey of GMCs
in our Galaxy shows that the average local density derived
from an LVG analysis isnH ∼ 4 × 103 − 1.2 × 104 cm−3

and the temperature is∼ 10 − 15 K (e.g., Sanders et
al., 1993), giving a typical Bonnor-Ebert mass∼ 2 M�.
The volume-averaged densities in GMCs arenH ∼ 50 to
100 cm−3; these are substantially less than the local density
values, indicating that the molecular gas is highly clumped.
Velocity dispersions of 2-3 km s−1 indicate highly super-
sonic internal motions given that the typical sound speed is
∼0.2 km s−1. These motions are largely due to turbulence
(e.g.,MacLow and Klessen, 2004; Elmegreen and Scalo,
2004). Measured magnetic field strengths are of the order
a few 10 µG (e.g.,Crutcher, 1999; Bourke et al., 2001).
Depending on the size-scales and average densities, mag-
netic critical masses can range from∼ 5 × 105 M� to a
few solar masses, corresponding to GMCs and low-mass
star-forming regions, respectively (McKee, 1999). Thus, al-
though the rather low Jeans masses indicate gravitationally
bound and likely unstable entities within GMCs, turbulence
and magnetic stresses appear to be strong enough to support
the GMCs against complete collapse on large scales.

Most important for any star formation activity, GMCs
show sub-structures on all spatial scales. They contain
dense gas clumps that are easily identifiable in the (sub)mm
continuum and high-density molecular line tracers (e.g.,
Plume et al., 1992;Bronfman et al., 1996;Beuther et al.,
2002a;Mueller et al., 2002;Faundez et al., 2004;Beltrán
et al., 2006). Peak densities in such dense clumps can easily
reach106 cm−3, and the massive dense clumps we are inter-
ested in typically have masses between a few 100 and a few
1000 M� (e.g.,Beuther et al., 2002a;Williams et al., 2004;
Faundez et al., 2004). Massive dense clumps are the main
locations where high-mass star formation is taking place.
We shall concentrate on the physical properties and evolu-
tionary stages of clumps of dense molecular gas and dust.

Most observational high-mass star formation research
in the last decade has focused on HMPOs and UCHII re-
gions. These objects have mid-infrared emission from hot
dust and thus already contain an embedded massive proto-
stellar source. Earlier evolutionary stages at the onset of
massive star formation were observationally largely inac-
cessible because no telescope existed to identify these ob-
jects. The most basic observational characteristics of the
earliest stages of massive star formation, prior to the forma-
tion of any embedded heating source, should be that they
are strong cold dust and gas emitters at (sub)mm wave-
lengths, and weak or non-detections in the mid-infrared be-
cause they have not yet heated a warm dust cocoon. The ad-
vent of the mid-infrared Space Observatories ISO and MSX
permitted for the first time identifications of large samples
of potential (Massive) Starless Clumps, the Infrared Dark
Clouds (IRDCs, e.g.,Egan et al., 1998; Bacmann et al.,
2000;Carey et al., 2000). Fig. 1 shows a series of IRDCs as
seen with SPITZER/GLIMPSE. Various groups work cur-
rently on massive IRDCs, but so far not much has been pub-
lished. Some initial ideas about observational quantitiesat
the initial stages of massive cloud collapse were discussed
by Evans et al. (2002). Garay et al. (2004) presented
early mm observations of a sample of 4 sources, other re-
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cent statistical identifications and studies of potential HM-
SCs or regions at the onset of massive star formation can be
found inHill et al. (2005),Klein et al.(2005),Sridharan et
al. (2005), andBeltrán et al.(2006).

These massive dense clumps have masses between a few
100 and a few 1000 M�, sizes of the order 0.25-0.5pc,
mean densities of105 cm−3, and temperatures of order
16 K. While the masses and densities are typical for high-
mass star-forming regions, the temperatures derived, for
example, from NH3 observations (around 16 K,Sridharan
et al., 2005) are lower than those toward young HMPOs
and UCHII regions (usually≥ 22 K, e.g., Churchwell et
al., 1990;Sridharan et al., 2002). Furthermore, the mea-
sured NH3 line-widths from the IRDCs are narrow as well;
Sridharan et al.(2005) found mean values of 1.6 km s−1

whereas HMPOs and UCHIIs have mean values of 2.1 and
3.0 km s−1, respectively (Churchwell et al., 1990;Sridha-
ran et al., 2002). The narrow line-widths and low tempera-
tures support the idea that IRDCs represent an earlier evo-
lutionary stage than HMPOs and UCHII regions, with less
internal turbulence. Although subject to large uncertain-
ties, a comparison of the virial masses calculated from NH3

data with the gas masses estimated from 1.2 mm continuum
emission indicates that most candidate HMSCs are virially
bound and prone to potential collapse and star formation
(Sridharan et al., 2005).

The IRDCs are not a well defined class, but are ex-
pected to harbor various evolutionary stages, from gen-
uine HMSCs via High-Mass Cores harboring accreting
Low/Intermediate-Mass Protostars to the youngest HM-
POs. While the first stage provides good targets to study the
initial conditions of massive star formation prior to cloud
collapse, the other stages are important to understand the
early evolution of massive star-forming clumps. For exam-
ple, the source HMSC18223-3 is probably in such an early
accretion stage: Correlating high-spatial-resolution mmob-
servations from the Plateau de Bure Interferometer with
SPITZER mid-infrared observations,Beuther et al.(2005c)
studied a massive dust and gas core with no protostellar
mid-infrared counterpart in the GLIMPSE data. While this
could also indicate a genuine HMSC, they found relatively
high temperatures (∼33 K from NH3(1,1) and (2,2)), an in-
creasing N2H+(1–0) line-width from the core edge to the
core center, and so called ”green fuzzy” mid-infrared emis-
sion at the edge of the core in the IRAC data at 4.5µm,
indicative of molecular outflow emission. The outflow
scenario is supported by strong non-Gaussian line-wing
emission in CO(2–1) and CS(2–1). These observational
features are interpreted as circumstantial evidence for early
star formation activity at the onset of massive star forma-
tion. Similar results toward selected IRDCs have recently
been reported by, e.g.,Rathborne et al.(2005),Ormel et
al. (2005),Birkmann et al.(2006) andPillai et al. (2006).
Interestingly, none of these IRDC case studies has revealed
a true HMSC yet. However, with the given low number
of such studies, we cannot infer whether this is solely a
selection effect or whether HMSCs are genuinely rare.

Recent large-scale mm-continuum mapping of Cygnus-
X revealed approximately the same number of infrared-
quiet sources compared with infrared-bright HMPO-like re-
gions (Motte et al., 2005). However, none of these infrared-
quiet sources appears to be a genuine HMSC, and hence
they could be part of the class of High-Mass Cores har-
boring accreting Low/Intermediate-Mass Protostars. A few
studies report global infall on large spatial scales (e.g.,
Rudolph et al., 1990;Williams and Garland, 2002;Peretto
et al., 2006; Motte et al., 2005), suggesting that massive
clumps could form from lower-density regions collapsing
during the early star formation process.

The earliest stages of massive star formation, specifically
massive IRDCs, have received increased attention over the
past few years, but some properties like the magnetic field
have so far not been studied at all. Since this class of ob-
jects is observationally rather new, we are expecting many
exciting results in the coming years.

Fig. 1.— Example image of IRDCs observed against the
Galactic background with the SPITZER GLIMPSE survey
in the 8µm band (Benjamin et al., 2003).

2.2. Theory

A central fact about GMCs is that they are turbulent
(Larson, 1981). The level of turbulence can be character-
ized by the virial parameterαvir ≡ 5σ2R/GM , whereσ
is the rms 1D velocity dispersion,R the mean cloud ra-
dius, andM the cloud mass;αvir is proportional to the ra-
tio of kinetic to gravitational energy (Myers and Goodman,
1988;Bertoldi and McKee, 1992). The large-scale surveys
of GMCs byDame et al.(1986) andSolomon et al.(1987)
give αvir ' 1.3 − 1.4 (McKee and Tan, 2003), whereas
regions of active low-mass star formation haveαvir ' 0.9
(e.g.,Onishi et al., 1996). For regions of massive star for-
mation,Yonekura et al.(2005) find0.5 . αvir . 1.4.

The great advance in our understanding of the dynamics
of GMCs in the past decade has come from simulations of
the turbulence in GMCs (e.g.,Elmegreen and Scalo, 2004;
Scalo and Elmegreen, 2004;MacLow and Klessen, 2004).
One of the primary results of these studies is that turbulence
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decays in less than a crossing time. A corollary of this re-
sult is that it is difficult to transmit turbulent motions for
more than a wavelength. These results raise a major ques-
tion: since most of the sources of interstellar turbulence are
intermittent in both space and time, how is it possible to
maintain the high observed levels of turbulence in the face
of such strong damping? Simulations without driven turbu-
lence, such as those used to establish the theory of compet-
itive accretion (e.g.,Bonnell et al., 2001a; see§3.2), reach
virial parametersαvir � 1, far less than observed.

The results of these turbulence simulations have led to
two competing approaches to the modeling of GMCs and
the gravitationally bound structures (clumps) within them:
as quasi-equilibrium structures or as transient objects. The
first approach builds on the classical analysis ofSpitzer,
(1978) and utilizes the steady-state virial theorem (Chieze,
1987;Elmegreen, 1989;Bertoldi and McKee, 1992;McKee,
1999). This model naturally explains why GMCs and the
bound clumps within them have virial parameters of order
unity (provided the magnetic field has a strength compara-
ble to that observed) and why their mean column densities
in the Galaxy are∼ 1022 H cm−2. In order to account for
the ubiquity of the turbulence, such models must assume
that: (1) the turbulence actually decays more slowly than in
the simulations, perhaps due to an imbalanced MHD cas-
cade (Cho and Lazarian, 2003); (2) the energy cascades
into the GMC or clump from larger scales; and/or (3) en-
ergy injection from star formation maintains the observed
level of turbulence (Norman and Silk, 1980;McKee, 1989;
Matzner, 2002). Recent simulations byLi and Nakamura
(in prep.) are consistent with the suggestion that proto-
stellar energy injection can indeed lead to virial motions in
star-forming clumps (see§4.2). In the alternative view, the
clouds are transient and the observed turbulence is associ-
ated with their formation (Ballesteros-Paredes et al., 1999;
Elmegreen, 2000;Hartmann et al., 2001;Clark et al., 2005;
Heitsch et al., 2005).Bonnell et al.(2006) propose that the
observed velocity dispersion in molecular clouds could be
due to clumpy molecular gas passing through galactic spi-
ral shocks. While these theories naturally account for the
observed turbulence, they do not explain why GMCs have
virial parameters of order unity, nor do they explain why
clouds that by chance live longer than average do not have
very low levels of turbulence. Quasi-equilibrium models
predict that star formation will occur over a longer period of
time than do transient cloud models. How these predictions
compare with observations of high-mass star formation re-
gions will be discussed in§5.2 below.

3. HIGH-MASS PROTOSTELLAR OBJECTS

3.1. Observational results

3.1.1 General properties.The most studied objects in
massive star formation research are HMPOs and UCHII

regions. This is partly because the IRAS all sky survey
permitted detection and identification of a large number of
such sources from which statistical studies could be un-

dertaken (e.g.,Wood and Churchwell, 1989a; Plume et
al., 1992; Kurtz et al. 1994; Shepherd and Churchwell,
1996;Molinari et al., 1996;Sridharan et al., 2002;Beltrán
et al., 2006). The main observational difference between
young HMPOs/HMCs and UCHII regions is that the for-
mer are weak or non-detections in the cm-regime due to un-
detectable free-free emission (for a UCHII discussion see,
e.g.,Churchwell, 2002, and the chapter byHoare et al.).
Although in our classification typical HMCs with their high
temperatures and complex chemistry are a subset of HM-
POs, we expect that every young HMPO must already have
heated a small central gas core to high temperatures, and it
is likely that sensitive high-spatial resolution observations
will reveal small HMC-type structures toward all HMPOs.
This is reminiscent of the so-called Hot Corinos found re-
cently in some low-mass star-forming cores (see the chapter
by Ceccarelli et al.).

Many surveys have been conducted in the last decade
characterizing the physical properties of massive star-
forming regions containing HMPOs (e.g.,Plume et al.,
1997;Molinari et al., 1998;Sridharan et al., 2002;Beuther
et al., 2002a;Mueller et al., 2002; Shirley et al., 2003;
Walsh et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2004; Faundez et al.,
2004; Zhang et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2005; Klein et al.,
2005; Beltrán et al., 2006). While the masses and sizes
are of the same order as for the IRDCs (a few 100 to a few
1000 M� and of the order 0.25-0.5pc,§2), mean densities
can exceed106 cm−3, and mean surface densities, although
with a considerable spread, are reported around 1 g cm−2

(for a compilation seeMcKee and Tan, 2003). In contrast
to earlier claims that the density distributionsn ∝ r−p of
massive star-forming clumps may have power-law indices
p around1.0, several studies derived density distributions
with mean power-law indicesp around1.5 (Beuther et al.,
2002a; Mueller et al., 2002; Hatchell and van der Tak,
2003;Williams et al., 2004), consistent with density distri-
butions observed toward regions of low-mass star formation
(e.g.,Motte and Andŕe, 2001). However, one has to bear
in mind that these high-mass studies analyzed the density
distributions of the gas on cluster-scales whereas the low-
mass investigations trace scales of individual or multiple
protostars. Mean temperatures (∼22 K, derived from NH3
observations) and NH3(1,1) line widths (∼2.1km s−1) are
also larger for HMPOs than for IRDCs.

Furthermore, HMPOs are often associated with H2O and
ClassII CH3OH maser emission (e.g.,Walsh et al.1998;
Kylafis and Pavlakis, 1999;Beuther et al., 2002c;Codella
et al., 2004;Pestalozzi et al., 2005;Ellingsen, 2006). While
the community agrees that both maser types are useful sign-
posts of massive star formation (H2O masers are also found
in low-mass outflows), there is no general agreement what
these phenomena actually trace in massive star-forming re-
gions. Observations indicate that both species are found ei-
ther in molecular outflows (e.g.,De Buizer, 2003;Codella
et al., 2004) or in potential massive accretion disks (e.g.,
Norris et al., 1998;Torrelles et al., 1998). In a few cases,
such as very high spatial resolution VLBI studies, it has
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been possible to distinguish between an origin in a disk
and an outflow (e.g.,Torrelles et al., 2003;Pestalozzi et al.,
2004;Goddi et al., 2005), but, in general, it is mostly not
possible to distinguish between the two possibilities.

One of the most studied properties of HMPOs are the
massive molecular outflows found to be associated essen-
tially with all stages of early massive star formation. For a
discussion of this phenomenon and its implications see§4.

3.1.2 Massive disks.Disks are an essential property
of the accretion-based formation of high-mass stars. The
chapter byCesaroni et al. provides a detailed discussion
about observations and modeling of disks around massive
protostellar objects. We simply summarize that massive,
Keplerian disks have been observed around early-B-type
stars, the best known example being IRAS 20126+4102
(Cesaroni et al., 1997, 1999, 2005a;Zhang et al., 1998).
Venturing further to higher-mass sources, several studies
found rotating structures perpendicular to molecular out-
flows, indicative of an inner accretion disk (e.g.,Zhang et
al., 2002;Sandell et al., 2003;Beltrán et al., 2004;Beuther
et al., 2005b). However, these structures are not necessarily
Keplerian and could be larger-scale toroids, rotating around
the central forming O-B cluster as suggested byCesaroni
(2005). Recentlyvan der Tak and Menten(2005) conclude
from 43 GHz continuum observations that massive star for-
mation at least up to105 L� proceeds through accretion
with associated collimated molecular outflows. A detailed
theoretical and observational understanding of massive ac-
cretion disks is one of the important issues for future high-
mass star formation studies.

3.1.3 SEDs.Spectral energy distributions (SEDs) have
often been used to classify low-mass star-forming regions
and to infer their physical properties (e.g.,Lada and Wilk-
ing, 1984;Andŕe et al., 1993). In massive star formation,
deriving SEDs for individual high-mass protostellar sources
proves to be more complicated. Problems arise because
of varying spatial resolution with frequency, varying tele-
scope sensitivity, and disk orientation to the line of sight.
While we can resolve massive cluster-forming regions in
the (sub)mm regime (e.g.,Cesaroni et al., 1999;Shepherd
et al., 2003;Beuther and Schilke, 2004) and at cm wave-
lengths (e.g.,Wood and Churchwell, 1989b;Kurtz et al.,
1994;Gaume et al., 1995,De Pree et al., 2000), near-/mid
and far-infrared wavelength data for individual sub-sources
are difficult to obtain. The earliest evolutionary stages are
generally so deeply embedded that they are undetectable at
near-infrared wavelengths, and until recently this was also
a severe problem at mid-infrared wavelength (although a
few notable exceptions exist, e.g.,De Buizer et al., 2002;
Linz et al., 2005). The advent of the SPITZER Space Tele-
scope now allows deep imaging of such regions and will
likely reveal many objects. However, even with SPITZER
the spatial resolution in the far-infrared regime, where the
SEDs at early evolutionary stages peak, is usually not good
enough (16′′ pixels) to spatially resolve the massive star-
forming clusters. The only statistically relevant data at far-
infrared wavelengths so far stem from the IRAS satellite,

which had a spatial resolution of approximately100′′. Al-
though the IRAS data have proven very useful in identifying
regions of massive star formation (e.g.,Wood and Church-
well, 1989a;Molinari et al., 1996;Sridharan et al., 2002;
Beltrán et al., 2006), they just give the fluxes integrated over
the whole star-forming cluster and thus hardly constrain the
emission of individual cluster members. Nevertheless, the
IRAS data were regularly employed to estimate the inte-
grated luminosity of young massive star-forming regions
by two-component grey-body fits (e.g.,Hunter et al., 2000;
Sridharan et al., 2002), and to set additional constraints
on the density distributions of the regions (e.g.,Hatchell
and van der Tak, 2003). SED modeling allows one to infer
the characteristics of protostars in massive star-formingre-
gions (Osorio et al., 1999).Chakrabarti and McKee(2005)
showed that the far-IR SEDs of protostars embedded in ho-
mogeneous, spherical envelopes are characterized by the
density profile in the envelope and by two dimensionless
parameters, the light-to-mass ratio,L/M , and the surface
density of the envelope,Σ = M/(πR2). If these param-
eters are determined from the SED and if one knows the
distance, then it is possible to infer both the mass and accre-
tion rate of the protostar (McKee and Chakrabarti, 2005).
Whitney et al.(2005) andDe Buizer et al.(2005) have de-
termined the effects of disks on the SEDs. Recent 3-D mod-
eling by Indebetouw et al.(2006) shows how sensitive the
SEDs, especially below100 µm, are to the clumpy struc-
ture of the regions and to the observed line of sights. For
example, they are able to fit the entire sample of UCHII re-
gions studied byFaison et al.(1998) with the same clumpy
model because the varying line of sights produce very dif-
ferent SEDs. Hence, SEDs alone do not provide sufficient
information to infer the properties of clumpy sources, and
it will be essential to obtain additional information by map-
ping these sources with powerful observatories such as the
SMA, CARMA in 2006, ALMA at the end of the decade
and JWST in the next decade.

3.1.4 Chemistry.Young massive star-forming regions,
and specifically HMCs, exhibit a rich chemistry from sim-
ple two-atom molecules to large organic carbon chains (e.g.,
Blake et al., 1987; Schilke et al., 1997, 2001). While
these single-dish observations were not capable of resolv-
ing the chemical differences within the regions, interfero-
metric studies toward a few sources have revealed the spa-
tial complexity of the chemistry in HMCs (e.g.,Blake et al.,
1996;Wyrowski et al., 1999;Beuther et al., 2005a). Here,
we present studies toward W3(H2O)/OH and Orion-KL as
prominent chemical show-cases.

The Hot Core region W3(H2O) 6′′ east of the UCHII
region W3(OH) exhibits an H2O maser outflow and a syn-
chrotron jet (Alcolea et al., 1993; Wilner et al., 1999).
Follow-up observations with the Plateau de Bure Interfer-
ometer (PdBI) reveal dust emission associated with the syn-
chrotron jet source and a large diversity of molecular line
emission between the UCHII region W3(OH) and the Hot
Core W3(H2O) (Wyrowski et al., 1997, 1999). Nitrogen-
bearing molecules are observed only toward W3(H2O),
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whereas oxygen-bearing species are detected from both
regions. Based on HNCO observations,Wyrowski et al.
(1999) estimate gas temperatures toward W3(H2O) of
∼200 K, clearly confirming the hot core nature of the
source. The differences in oxygen- and nitrogen-bearing
species are manifestations of chemical evolution due to dif-
ferent ages of the sources.

One of the early targets of the recently completed Sub-
millimeter Array (SMA) was the prototypical HMC Orion-
KL. Beuther et al. (2004, 2005a, 2006) observed the re-
gion in the 865µm and 440µm windows and resolved
the submm continuum and molecular line emission at1′′

resolution. The continuum maps resolved the enigmatic
sourceI from the hot molecular core, detected sourcen
for the first time shortward of 7 mm and furthermore iso-
lated a new protostellar source SMA1, emitting strong line
emission. The observed 4 GHz bandpass in the 865µm
band revealed more than 145 lines from various molec-
ular species with considerable spatial structure. Fig. 2
shows an SMA example spectrum and representative line
images. SiO emission is observed from the collimated
north-east south-west outflow and the more extended north-
west south-east outflow. Typical hot core molecules like
CH3CN and CH3CH2CN follow the hot core morphol-
ogy known from other molecules and lower frequency ob-
servations (e.g.,Wright et al., 1996; Blake et al., 1996;
Wilson et al., 2000). In contrast to this, oxygen-bearing
molecules like CH3OH or HCOOCH3 are weaker toward
the hot molecular core, but they show strong emission fea-
tures a few arcseconds to the south-west, associated with
the so-called compact ridge. Many molecules, in particular
sulphur-bearing species like C34S or SO2, show additional
emission further to the north-east, associated with IrC6.

Although existing chemical models predict the evolution
and production paths of various molecules (e.g.,Charnley,
1997;van Dishoeck and Blake, 1998;Doty et al., 2002;No-
mura and Millar, 2004;Viti et al., 2004), we are certainly
not at the stage where they can reliably predict the chemi-
cal structure of HMCs. Considering the complexity of the
closest region of massive star formation, Orion-KL, it is es-
sential to get a deeper understanding of the basic chemical
and physical processes, because otherwise the confidence in
studies of regions at larger distances is greatly diminished.
On the positive side, a better knowledge of the chemical
details may allow us to use molecular line observations as
chemical clocks for (massive) star-forming regions.

3.2. Theory

The critical difference between low- and high-mass star
formation is that low-mass stars form in a timet∗f short
compared to the Kelvin-Helmholtz timetKH, whereas high-
mass stars generally havetKH . t∗f (Kahn1974). As a re-
sult, low-mass stars undergo extensive pre-main sequence
evolution after accretion has finished, whereas the highest
mass stars can accrete a significant amount of mass while
on the main sequence. The feedback associated with the in-

Fig. 2.— Submillimeter Array spectral line observations
in the 850µm band toward Orion-KL fromBeuther et al.
(2005a). The top panel shows a vector-averaged spec-
trum in the uv-domain on a baseline of 21 m. The bottom
panel presents representative images from various molecu-
lar species. Full contours show positive emission, dashed
contours negative features due to missing short spacings
and thus inadequate cleaning. The stars mark the locations
of sourceI, the Hot Core peak position and sourcen (see
bottom-right panel).

tense radiation produced by high-mass stars will be consid-
ered in§4; here we ask whether high-mass star formation
differs significantly from low-mass star formation. At the
time of the last Protostars and Planets conference,Stahler
et al. (2000) argued that it does.

The conventional view remains that high-mass star for-
mation is a scaled up version of low-mass star formation,
with an accretion rateṁ∗ ' c3/G, where the effective
sound speedc includes the effects of thermal gas pressure,
magnetic pressure, and turbulence (Stahler et al., 1980).
Wolfire and Cassinelli(1987) found that accretion rates of
order10−3 M� yr−1 are needed to overcome the effects
of radiation pressure, and attributed this to the high val-
ues ofc in high-mass star forming regions. By modeling
the SEDs of high-mass protostars,Osorio et al. (1999) in-
ferred that high-mass stars form in somewhat less than105

yr. They favored a logatropic model, in which the ambi-
ent density varies asr−1 away from the protostar.McKee
and Tan(2002, 2003) critiqued logatropic models and de-
veloped the Turbulent Core Model, in which massive stars
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form from gravitationally bound cores supported by turbu-
lence and magnetic fields. They argued that on scales large
compared to the thermal Jeans mass, the density and pres-
sure distributions in turbulent, gravitationally bound cores
and clumps should be scale free and vary as powers of the
radius (e.g.,ρ ∝ r−kρ ). As a result, the core and the star-
forming clump in which it is embedded are polytropes, with
P ∝ ργp . The gravitational collapse of a polytrope that is
initially in approximate equilibrium results in an accretion
rateṁ∗ ∝ mq

∗, with q = 3(1 − γp)/(4 − 3γp) (McLaugh-
lin and Pudritz, 1997). Isothermal cores haveq = 0,
whereas logatropes (γp → 0) haveq = 3

4 . (It should be
noted that the numerical simulations ofYorke and Sonnhal-
ter, 2002, generally haveq < 0 due to feedback effects.
This simulation differs from the turbulent core model in that
the initial conditions were non-turbulent and the restriction
to two dimensions overemphasizes feedback effects–§4.2.)
Regions of high-mass star formation have surface densities
Σ ∼ 1 g cm−2 (Plume et al.,1997), corresponding to visual
extinctionsAV ∼ 200 mag.McKee and Tan(2003) showed
that the typical accretion rate and the corresponding time to
form a star of massm∗f in such regions are

ṁ∗ ' 0.5 × 10−3

(

m∗f

30M�

)3/4

Σ
3/4
cl

(

m∗

m∗f

)0.5
M�

yr
,

t∗f ' 1.3 × 105

(

m∗f

30 M�

)1/4

Σ
−3/4
cl yr,

whereΣcl is the surface density of the several thousandM�

clump in which the star is forming and where they adopted
kρ = 3

2 as a typical value for the density power law in a
core. The radius of the core out of which the star forms is
0.06(m∗f/30M�)1/2Σ

1/2
cl pc. Observed star clusters in the

Galaxy have surface densities comparable to those of high-
mass star forming regions, with values ranging from about
0.2 g cm−2 in the Orion Nebula Cluster to about 4 g cm−2

in the Arches Cluster (McKee and Tan, 2003). This work
has been criticized on two grounds: First, it approximates
the large-scale macro-turbulence in the cores and clumps
as a local pressure (micro-turbulence), which is equivalent
to ignoring the surface terms in the virial equation (e.g.,
Mac Low2004). This approximation is valid provided the
cores and clumps live for a number of free-fall times, so
that they are in quasi-equilibrium. Evidence that clumps
are quasi-equilibrium structures will be discussed in§5.2;
being smaller, cores are likely to experience greater fluctu-
ations, so the quasi-equilibrium approximation is probably
less accurate for them. Second, the turbulent core model
assumes that most of the mass in the core that is not ejected
by outflows will go into a single massive star (or binary).
Dobbs et al.(2005) investigated this assumption by simu-
lating the collapse of a high-mass core similar to that con-
sidered byMcKee and Tan(2003). In the isothermal case,
Dobbs et al. found that the core fragmented into many
pieces, which is inconsistent with the formation of a mas-
sive star. With a more realistic equation of state, however,
only a few fragments formed, and when the heating due

to the central protostar is included, even less fragmentation
occurs (Krumholz et al.2005b). Furthermore, the level of
turbulence in the simulations byDobbs et al.(2005) is sig-
nificantly less than the observed value.

Variants of the gravitational collapse model in which
the accretion rate accelerates very rapidly have also been
considered (̇m∗ ∝ mq

∗ with q > 1, so thatm∗ → ∞

in a finite time in the absence of other effects). However,
such models have accretion rates that can exceed the value
ṁ∗ ∝ c3 that is expected on dynamical grounds.Behrend
and Maeder(2001) assumed that the accretion rate onto a
protostar is proportional to the observed mass loss rate in
the protostellar outflow and found that a massive star could
form in ∼ 3 × 105 yr. This phenomenological model has
q ' 1.5, the value adopted in an earlier model byNorberg
and Maeder(2000). However, it is not at all clear that the
accretion rate onto the protostar is in fact proportional tothe
observed mass outflow rates.Keto (2002, 2003) modeled
the growth of massive stars as being due to Bondi accretion,
so that the accretion rate iṡm∗ ∝ m2

∗, under his assump-
tion that the ambient medium has a constant density and
temperature. AsKetopoints out, the Bondi accretion model
assumes that the self-gravity of the gas is negligible. The
condition that the mass within the Bondi radiusGm∗/c2 be
much less than the stellar mass can be shown to be equiva-
lent to requiringṁ∗ . c3/G; for the value ofc ' 0.5 km
s−1 considered byKeto, this restricts the accretion rate to
ṁ∗ . 3 × 10−5M� yr−1, smaller than the values he con-
siders. (One can show that when one generalizes the Bondi
accretion model to approximately include the self gravity
of the gas, the accretion rate is indeed aboutc3/G if the
gas is initially in virial equilibrium.)Schmeja and Klessen
(2004) analyze mass accretion rates in the framework of
gravo-turbulent fragmentation, and they find that the accre-
tion rates are highly time-variant, with a sharp peak shortly
after the formation of the protostellar core. Furthermore,
in their models the peak and mean accretion rates increase
with increasing mass of the final star.

Most models for (proto)stellar structure and evolution
do not yet include the effects of rotation (e.g.,Meynet and
Maeder2005), which are expected to be relatively large
given the recent accumulation of stellar material from the
accretion disk. In models of gravo-turbulent fragmentation,
Jappsen and Klessen(2004) find that the angular momen-
tumj correlates with the core massM like j ∝ M2/3. Fur-
thermore, they conclude that the angular momentum evo-
lution is approximately consistent with the contraction of
initially uniform density spheres undergoing solid body ro-
tation. The precise amount of stellar angular momentum
depends on how the accretion and outflow from the star-
disk interaction region is modulated by magnetic fields and
on the strength of the stellar wind (e.g.,Matt and Pudritz,
2005). One potentially important effect is the variation in
photospheric temperature from the equatorial to polar re-
gions, which can enhance the beaming of bolometric and
ionizing luminosity along the polar directions.

Alternative models for high-mass star formation have
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been developed byBonnell and collaborators (e.g.,Bon-
nell et al., 1998, 2004). In the competitive accretion model,
small stars (m∗ ∼ 0.1M�) form via gravitational collapse,
but then grow by gravitational accretion of gas that was ini-
tially unbound to the star – i.e., by Bondi-Hoyle accretion,
with allowance for the possibility that tidal effects can re-
duce the accretion radius (Bonnell et al., 2001a, 2004). This
model naturally results in segregating high-mass stars to-
ward the center of the cluster, as observed. Furthermore,
it gives a two-power law IMF that is qualitatively consis-
tent with observation (Bonnell et al. 2001b). Simulations
by Bonnell et al. (2004) are consistent with this model.
However, there are two significant difficulties: First, radia-
tion pressure disrupts Bondi-Hoyle accretion once the stel-
lar mass exceeds∼ 10M� (Edgar and Clarke, 2004), so it
is unlikely that competitive accretion can operate at masses
above this. There is no evidence for a change in the IMF
in this mass range, however, which suggests that competi-
tive accretion does not determine the IMF at lower masses
either. Second, competitive accretion is effective only ifthe
virial parameter is much less than observed: Based on sim-
ulations of Bondi-Hoyle accretion in a turbulent medium,
Krumholz et al.(2005c, 2006) show that protostars of mass
m∗ ∼ 0.1M� can accrete more than their initial mass in a
dynamical time only ifαvir . 0.1(103M�/Mcl)

1/2. Such
low values ofαvir do appear in the simulations, but, as dis-
cussed above, not in observed high-mass star-forming re-
gions, which have massesMcl of hundreds to thousands
of solar masses. Since the expected amount of mass ac-
creted in a dynamical time is small,Krumholz et al.con-
clude that stars form via gravitational collapse of individual
cores (Fig. 3).Bonnell et al.(this volume) argue that both
difficulties can be ameliorated if the clump in which the
massive stars are forming is undergoing global gravitational
collapse. Tan et al. (in prep.) present arguments against
such dynamical collapse in the formation of star clusters.
It is thus very important to observationally determine the
nature of the motions in massive star-forming clumps: are
they dominated by turbulence or by collapse?

The most radical and imaginative model for the forma-
tion of high-mass stars is that they form via stellar collisions
during a brief epoch in which the stellar density reaches
∼ 108 stars pc−3 (e.g.,Bonnell et al., 1998;Bonnell and
Bate, 2002), far greater than observed in any Galactic star
cluster (the densest region reported so far is W3 IRS5 with
an approximate stellar density of106 stars pc−3, Megeath
et al., 2005). This model also results in an IMF that is in
qualitative agreement with observation, although it must be
borne in mind that the simulations to date have not included
feedback. In their review,Stahler et al. (2000) supported
the merger model, emphasizing that gas associated with
protostars could increase the effective collision cross sec-
tion and permit merging to occur at lower stellar densities.
More recently,Bonnell and Bate(2005) have suggested that
binaries in clusters will evolve to smaller separations dueto
accretion, resulting in mergers. However, a key assump-
tion in this model is that there is no net angular momen-

tum in the accreted gas, which makes sense in the com-
petitive accretion model but not the gravitational collapse
model. Stellar dynamical calculations byPortegies Zwart
et al. (2004), which did not include any gas, show that at
densities& 108 stars pc−3 it is possible to have runaway
stellar mergers at the center of a star cluster, which they sug-
gest results in the formation of an intermediate mass black
hole. It should be noted that they inferred that this could
have occurred based on the currently observed properties of
the star cluster (although with the assumption that the tidal
radius is greater than 100 times the core radius), not on a
hypothetical ultra-dense state of the cluster.Bally and Zin-
necker(2005) discuss observational approaches to testing
the merger scenario, and suggest that the wide-angle out-
flow from OMC-1 in the Orion molecular cloud could be
due to a protostellar merger that released1048 − 1049 erg.
While it is quite possible that some stellar mergers occur
near the centers of some star clusters, the hypothesis that
stellar mergers are responsible for a significant fraction of
high-mass stars faces several major hurdles: (1) the hypoth-
esized ultra-dense state would be quite luminous due to the
massive stars, yet has never been observed; (2) the mass
loss hypothesized to be responsible for reducing the cluster
density from∼ 108 stars pc−3 to observed values must be
finely tuned in order to decrease the magnitude of the bind-
ing energy by a large factor; and (3) it is difficult to see how
this model could account for the observations of disks and
collimated outflows discussed in§3.1 and 4.1.

4. FEEDBACK PROCESSES

4.1. Observational results

4.1.1 Hypercompact HII regions. Hypercompact HII
regions (HCHIIs) are smaller, denser, and brighter than
UCHII regions. Specifically, they are defined as having
diameters less than 0.01 pc, consistent with being small
photoionized nebulae produced by O or B stars. None have
more ionizing flux than can be provided by a single O or B
star. Their common properties that distinguish them from
UCHII regions are:
1) They are& 10 times smaller (≤ 0.01pc) and∼100
times denser than UCHII regions with emission measures
≥ 108 pc cm−6 (Kurtz, 2002, 2005).
2) They have rising radio spectral indicesα (whereSν ∝

να) from short cm to mm wavelengths, andα ranges from
∼0.3 to 1.6 with a typical value of∼1 (e.g.,Churchwell,
2002;Hofner et al., 1996). They are very faint or not de-
tected at wavelengths longward of 1 cm. The power-law
spectra span too large a range in frequency to be the tran-
sition from optically thick to thin emission in a constant
density nebula.
3) In massive star formation regions, they often appear in
tight groups of two or more components (Sewilo et al.,
2004), reminiscent of the Trapezium in Orion.
4) Many but not all HCHII regions have unusually broad
radio recombination lines (RRLs; FWHM≥40 km s−1).
Some have FWHMs>100 km s−1 (Sewilo et al., 2004).
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Fig. 3.— This plot fromKrumholz et al. (2005b) shows 3D radiation hydrodynamic simulations of thecollapse of a
massive core. It is a slice in the XY plane at three different times showing the initial growth, instability and collapse of a
radiation bubble. The times of the three slices are1.5× 104, 1.65× 104, and2.0× 104 years, and the (proto)stellar masses
are 21.3, 22.4 and 25.7 M�. The density is shown in gray-scale and the velocity as arrows.

5) They are often (always?) coincident with strong water
masers (e.g.,Hofner and Churchwell, 1996;Carral et al.,
1997) and possibly other masers also, but the latter has not
yet been observationally established.
What is the nature of HCHII regions? Their compactness,
multiplicity, range of luminosities, and coincidence with
water masers all argue for ionization by a single or possibly
a binary system of late O or B star(s) at an age younger than
UCHII regions. Their broad RRLs indicate highly dynamic
internal structures (outflow jets, disk rotation, expansion,
shocks, accretion, etc.) the nature of which is not yet un-
derstood. The fact that only about half of the HCHIIs that
have observed RRLs have broad lines would argue that this
phase is short-lived, perhaps only apparent in the first half
of an HCHII region’s lifetime, provided the accretion rate
is larger during the early stages of the HCHIIs. Their radio
spectral indices have implications for the internal density
structure, but here also too little observational information
is available to do more than speculate at this juncture. The
power-law spectra can be produced by a clumpy nebula (Ig-
nace and Churchwell, 2004), but this is only one of several
possibilities that needs to be investigated (e.g.,Keto, 2003;
Tan and McKee, 2003). It is not clear yet whether they form
after the HMC stage or whether HMCs and HCHIIs coexist.

4.1.2 Outflows.Massive molecular outflows are among
the most studied phenomena in massive star formation over
the last decade, and the observations range from statistical
studies of large samples at low spatial resolution to individ-
ual case studies at high spatial resolution. Because (mas-
sive) molecular outflows are presented in the chapter by
Arce et al., here we only discuss their general properties
and implications for the massive star-forming processes.

Since the early statistical work byShepherd and Church-
well (1996) it is known that massive molecular outflows
are an ubiquitous phenomenon in massive star formation.
Early observations indicated that massive outflows appear
less collimated than their low-mass counterparts, imply-

ing potentially different formation scenarios for the out-
flows and the massive star-forming processes (e.g.,Richer
et al., 2000; Shepherd et al., 2003). However,Beuther
et al. (2002b) showed that outflows from HMPOs, even
if observed only with single-dish instruments, are consis-
tent with collimated outflows if one considers the large
distances, projection effects and poor angular resolution
carefully (see alsoKim and Kurtz, 2006). Interferomet-
ric follow-up studies revealed more massive star-forming
regions with molecular outflows consistent with the colli-
mated outflows known from low-mass star formation (for a
compilation seeBeuther and Shepherd, 2005). Since colli-
mated structures are hard to maintain over a few×104 years
(the typical dynamical timescales of molecular outflows) if
they are associated with colliding protostars within the clus-
ter centers, these outflow observations strongly support the
accretion-based formation scenario in massive star forma-
tion.

We note that no highly collimated outflow has been
observed for high-mass star-forming regions exceeding
105 L�, corresponding to approximately 30 M� stars.
Therefore, these data cannot exclude that stars more mas-
sive than that may form via different processes. However,
there are other possibilities to explain the current non-
observations of collimated outflows at the high-luminosity
end. An easy explanation would be that these sources are
so exceptionally rare that we simply have not been lucky
enough to detect one. Alternatively,Beuther and Shep-
herd (2005) recently suggested an evolutionary sequence
that explains qualitatively the present state of observational
facts (see also the chapter byArce et al.): To form massive
early O-stars via accretion, the protostellar objects haveto
go through lower-mass stages as well. During the early
B-star stage, the accreting protostars can drive collimated
outflows as observed. Growing further in mass and lumi-
nosity, they develop HCHII regions in the late O-star stage,
and collimated jets and less collimated winds can coexist,
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producing bipolar outflows with a lower degree of collima-
tion. In this scenario, it would be intrinsically impossible
to ever observe jet-like outflows from young early O-type
protostars. Alternatively, the effect may be due to greater
observational confusion of the outflows from very luminous
sources with those from surrounding lower-mass protostars,
since the more luminous sources tend to be in richer, more
distant clusters. These evolutionary models for massive
molecular outflows have to be tested further against theory
and observations.

4.2. Theory

Feedback processes that act against gravitational col-
lapse and accretion of gas to protostars include radiation
pressure (transmitted via dust grains, and, for sufficiently
massive stars, by electron scattering), thermal pressure of
photo-ionized gas, ram pressure from protostellar winds,
and main sequence stellar winds. These processes become
increasingly important with protostellar mass and may re-
duce the efficiency of star formation from a given core.
There is good evidence for a cutoff in the stellar IMF at
around 150M� (e.g.,Weidner and Kroupa, 2004;Figer,
2005), but it remains to be determined whether this is due
to feedback processes or to instabilities in massive stars.

For individual low-mass star formation from a core,
bipolar protostellar outflows, accelerated from the inner ac-
cretion disk and star by rotating magnetic fields, appear to
be the dominant feedback mechanism, probably preventing
accretion from polar directions and also ejecting a fraction,
up to a third, of the material accreting through the disk. This
leads to star formation efficiencies from the core of order
30-50% (Matzner and McKee, 2000).

For massive protostars, forming in the same way from
a core and accretion disk, one expects similar MHD-driven
outflows to be present, leading to similar formation efficien-
cies. In addition, once the massive protostar has contracted
to the main sequence (this can occur rapidly before accre-
tion has finished), it starts to produce a large flux of ionizing
photons. The resulting HCHII region is likely to be con-
fined in all but the polar directions by the protostellar jets
(Tan and McKee, 2003). This could provide an important
potential observational diagnostic for the physics of proto-
stellar jets, as they might be illuminated along the axis by
the ionizing radiation. As the protostellar mass and ion-
izing flux increase, the HCHII region can eventually burn
its way through the jet and begin to ionize the disk sur-
face. If the disk is ionized out to a radius where the escape
speed is about equal to the ionized gas sound speed, then
a photo-evaporated flow is set up, reducing accretion to the
star (Hollenbach et al., 1994).

Observations indicate that outflows may be less well col-
limated for luminosities above about105 L� (§4.1). As dis-
cussed above,Beuther and Shepherd(2005) have suggested
that this is due to a decrease in the collimation of the pro-
tostellar jet with increasing protostellar luminosity. A pos-
sible mechanism for this is suggested by the work ofFendt

and Cameljic(2002), who simulated protostellar jets with
a large turbulent diffusivity and found that the collimation
decreases as the diffusivity increases. Applying this picture
to massive outflows, the level of turbulence in the accretion
flow would have to grow as the luminosity of the protostar
increases.

The importance of massive molecular outflows in driv-
ing turbulence in molecular clouds is not generally agreed
upon.MacLow and Klessen(2004, and references therein)
argue that although molecular outflows are very energetic,
they deposit most of their energy at low densities. Fur-
thermore, since the molecular gas motions show increas-
ing power all the way up to the largest cloud complexes,
MacLow and Klessen(2004) conclude that it would be hard
to fathom how such large scales should be driven by em-
bedded protostars. Contrary to this, on the relatively small
scales of the clumps, if the energy of turbulent motions de-
cays with a half-life of one dynamical time, then protostel-
lar outflows from star formation are able to maintain tur-
bulence if 50% of the gas mass forms stars in 20 dynamical
times, and 1% of the resulting outflow energy couples to the
ambient gas (Tan, 2006). Recently,Quillen et al. (2005)
reported that their observations toward the low-mass star-
forming region NGC1333 are also consistent with outflow
driven turbulence, and, as remarked in§2.2, Li and Naka-
mura (in prep.) have given theoretical support to this idea.
It becomes more difficult for this mechanism to support tur-
bulence on larger scales in the GMC involving greater gas
masses; on these scales,Matzner(2002) has shown that en-
ergy injection by HII regions dominates that by protostel-
lar outflows and can support the observed level of turbu-
lence. Alternatives to protostellar driving of the turbulence
in molecular clouds are discussed in§2.2.

Radiation pressure on dust grains (well-coupled to the
gas at these densities) is also important for massive pro-
tostars. It has been suggested, in the context of spherical
accretion models, that this leads to an upper limit to the
initial mass function (Kahn, 1974;Wolfire and Cassinelli,
1987). The difficulties faced by spherical accretion models
was a major motivation for the formation model via stel-
lar collisions (Bonnell et al., 1998). However, massive star
formation becomes easier once a disk geometry is allowed
for (e.g.,Nakano, 1989;Jijina and Adams, 1996). Yorke
and Sonnhalter(2002) used 2D axially symmetric simula-
tions to follow massive star formation from a core collaps-
ing to a disk, including radiation pressure feedback; accre-
tion stopped at43 M� in their most massive core. They
showed the accretion geometry channeled radiative flux into
the polar directions and away from the disk, terming this
the “flashlight effect”.Krumholz et al.(2005a) found that
cavities created by protostellar outflows increase the flash-
light effect, allowing even higher final masses. The first 3D
simulation of massive star formation shows that instabilities
facilitate the escape of radiation and allow the formation of
stars significantly more massive than suggested by 2D cal-
culations (Fig. 3,Krumholz et al., 2005b).

The high accretion rates required to form massive stars
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tend to quench HCHII regions (Walmsley, 1995). For spher-
ical accretion, the density profile in a freely infalling enve-
lope isn ∝ r−3/2. As a result, the radius of the HCHII

region is
RHCHII = R∗ exp(S/Scr),

whereS is the ionizing photon luminosity and

Scr =
α(2)ṁ2

∗

8πµ2
HGm∗

= 5.6 × 1050

(

ṁ2
∗,−3

m∗2

)

s−1

(Omukai and Inutsuka, 2002). Hereα(2) is the recombi-
nation coefficient to excited states of hydrogen,ṁ∗,−3 =
ṁ∗/(10−3M� yr−1) andm∗2 = m∗/(100M�); we have
replacedmp in their expression withµH = 2.34 × 10−24

g, the mass per hydrogen nucleus. When the radius of
the HCHII region is small enough that the infall velocity
exceeds the velocity of an R-critical ionization front (2ci,
whereci ' 10 km s−1 is the isothermal sound speed of
the ionized gas), the HCHII region is said to be ”trapped”
(Keto, 2002): There is no shock in the accretion flow and
the HCHII region cannot undergo the classical pressure-
driven expansion. The ionizing photon luminosityS in-
creases rapidly withm∗. If the accretion rate depends on
stellar mass such that the critical luminosityScr is approxi-
mately independent of mass (e.g., the standardMcKee and
Tan (2003) model haṡm∗ ∝ m

1/2
∗ , so thatScr = const.),

then the radius of the HCHII region expands asexp(S) and
the trapped phase is relatively brief. On the other hand, if
Scr increases rapidly with mass, as in the Bondi accretion
model (ṁ∗ ∝ m2

∗), then the expansion is retarded, leading
to the possibility that the trapped phase of the HCHII region
could last for much of the life of the protostar (Keto, 2003).
However, as outlined in§3.2, the parameters adopted by
Keto (2003) are not consistent with the neglect of the self-
gravity of the gas.

The evolution of the HCHII region changes substantially
due to rotation of the infalling gas. The density is signif-
icantly lower above the accretion disk (Ulrich, 1976), so
trapped HCHII regions will generally expand out to the ra-
dius of the accretion disk; when this is larger than the gravi-
tational radiusRg = Gm∗/c2

i , then the HCHII region is no
longer trapped (McKee and Tan, in prep.).Keto and Wood
(2006) have also considered the effects of disks in massive
protostars: They point out that it is possible to form an ion-
ized accretion disk, and suggest that there is evidence for
this in G10.6-04.

5. FORMATION OF STAR CLUSTERS

5.1. Observational results

5.1.1 IMF. The formation of the Initial Mass Function
(IMF) has been an important issue in star formation re-
search since the early work bySalpeter(1955). For a cur-
rent summary of IMF studies seeCorbelli et al. (2005) and
references therein, and the chapter byBonnell et al.. One of
the questions in the context of this review is whether the

IMF is determined already at the earliest stages of clus-
ter formation by the initial gravo-turbulent fragmentation
processes of molecular clouds (e.g.,Padoan and Nordlund,
2002;MacLow and Klessen, 2004), or whether the IMF is
determined by subsequent processes like competitive accre-
tion or feedback processes from the underlying star-forming
cluster (e.g.,Bonnell et al., 2004; Ballesteros-Paredes et
al., 2006). (Sub)mm continuum studies of young low-mass
clusters have convincingly shown that the core mass func-
tion at the beginning of low-mass cluster formation already
resembles the stellar IMF (Motte et al., 1998; Johnstone
et al., 2001;Enoch et al., 2006; and the chapter byLada
et al.). Because massive star-forming regions are on aver-
age more distant, resolving these clusters is difficult. How-
ever, several single-dish studies of different high-mass star-
forming regions at early evolutionary stages have shown
that at high clump masses, the cumulative mass distribu-
tions are consistent with the the slope of the high-mass stel-
lar IMF (Shirley et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2004; Reid
and Wilson, 2005;Beltrán et al., 2006). Furthermore, the
only existing high-spatial-resolution interferometric study
that resolves a massive star-forming clump into a statisti-
cally meaningful number of cores also finds the core mass
distribution to be consistent with the stellar IMF (Beuther
and Schilke, 2004). Although mm continuum observa-
tions alone are ambiguous whether the observed cores and
clumps are bound or transient structures, the consistently
steeper mass functions observed in mm continuum emission
compared with the lower density tracing CO line studies
(e.g.,Kramer et al., 1998) suggest that the mm-continuum
sources could be bound whereas the CO sources could be
transient. Furthermore,Belloche et al. (2001) report ad-
ditional observations supporting the interpretation thatthe
study ofMotte et al.(1998) sampled bound sources. Com-
bining these results from massive star formation studies
with the previous investigations in the low-mass regime,
the apparent similarity between the (cumulative) clump and
core mass functions and the stellar IMF supports the idea
that the IMF is determined by molecular cloud structure be-
fore star formation is initiated, maybe implicating gravo-
turbulent fragmentation. However, on a cautionary note,
one has to keep in mind that the cumulative mass distribu-
tions from single-dish studies as reported above trace scales
of cluster formation and thus probably refer to cluster-mass
distributions rather than to the IMF. The only way to as-
sess the relationship between the fragmentation of initial
high-mass star-forming clumps and the resulting IMF is to
carry out high-spatial-resolution interferometric (sub)mm
line and continuum studies of a statistically significant sam-
ple of (very) young massive star-forming regions.

5.1.2 First GLIMPSE results.The GLIMPSE survey is
providing an entirely new view of the inner Galaxy with a
higher resolution and sensitivity than ever achieved at mid-
infrared wavelengths (Benjamin et al., 2003). This is en-
abling a host of new research on massive star formation
as well as many other fields of astronomy. Unfortunately,
UCHII regions are generally saturated and too bright in the
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IRAC bands to identify the ionizing star(s) and associated
clusters above the glaring diffuse PAH emission found to-
ward all these objects. The known HCHII regions are also
bright in the GLIMPSE survey. Bipolar outflows stand out
in the 4.5µm band, providing a powerful way to identify
many new outflows in the inner Galaxy. Numerous outflows
have been identified in the survey and a catalog of them is
being assembled by the GLIMPSE team. The mechanism
responsible for this emission is believed to be line emis-
sion from shocked H2 and/or CO bands; the shocks are pro-
duced by outflowing gas ramming into the ambient inter-
stellar medium. Near-infrared spectroscopic observations
of molecular H2 or CO between 4.1 and 4.7µm are needed
to determine which interpretation is correct.

Within ∼ 45◦ of the Galactic Center, hundreds of IRDCs
are apparent in silhouette against the diffuse infrared back-
ground (Fig.1). A catalog of many IRDCs is being pre-
pared for publication by the GLIMPSE team. These clouds
are optically thick at 8µm, implying visual extinctions
≥ 50 mag (see§2.1). The GLIMPSE images are striking
in part because of the large number of bubbles contained
in them; there are about 1.5 bubbles per square degree on
average. A catalog of 329 bubbles has been identified and
a web accessible image archive will accompany the archive
(Churchwell et al., in prep.). It is found that the bubbles are
associated with HII regions and stellar clusters. Only three
are associated with supernova remnants and none with plan-
etary nebulae or Wolf Rayet stars. About 1/3 of the bubbles
appear to be produced by the stellar winds and radiation
pressure from O and B stars (i.e., massive star-forming re-
gions). About 2/3 of the bubbles have small angular diam-
eters (typically only 3-4 arcmin) and do not coincide with
a radio HII region or known cluster; these are believed to
be driven by B4-B9 stars that have strong enough winds to
form a resolved bubble and have enough UV radiation to
excite PAH features, but not enough UV photons to ionize
a detectable HII region.

One of the most exciting prospects from the GLIMPSE
survey is the possibility of identifying the entire popula-
tion of HMPOs and lower mass protostars from the approx-
imately 50 million stars in the GLIMPSE archive. This
is now possible with the large archive of radiative transfer
models of protostars calculated for the entire range of pro-
tostellar masses, the full range of suspected accretion rates,
disk masses, and orientations of the accretion disks to the
line of sight (Whitney et al., in prep.). Model photospheres
for main sequence stars and red giants are included in the
model archive as well, so it is possible to distinguish red-
dened main sequence stars and red giants from protostars
and slightly evolved young stellar objects. What makes this
archive of models powerful, however, is the model fitter that
will fit the best models to observed SEDs of large numbers
of sources, giving: the mass, spectral types, approximate
evolutionary state, and interstellar extinction for the best fit
models to every source (Robitaille et al.,, in prep.). This
will provide a powerful alternative to the classical method
of estimating the global star formation rate in the Galaxy

based on measured UV photon luminosities of radio HII re-
gions and an assumed initial mass function .

5.2. Theory

In the local universe, massive star and star cluster for-
mation are intrinsically linked: massive stars almost always
appear to form in clusters (De Wit et al., 2005). We have
seen that this is a natural expectation of models of star for-
mation from cores, since the accretion rates are higher if
the core is pressurized by the weight of a large clump of
gas. This scenario predicts that massive stars tend to form
near the center of the clump and that there can be exten-
sive star formation (mostly of lower-mass stars) from the
clump’s gas while massive star formation is ongoing.

Presently there is no consensus on whether massive stars
form preferentially at the centers of clusters, since, although
they are often observed in central locations, it is possible
that they could have migrated there by dynamical inter-
actions after their formation.Bonnell and Davies(1998)
found that the mass segregation time of clusters with mass-
independent initial velocity dispersions was similar to the
relaxation time,trelax ' 0.1N/(lnN)tdyn for N equal
mass stars, i.e., about 14 crossing timescales forN = 1000.
The presence of gas should shorten these timescales (Os-
triker, 1999). To resolve this issue, we need to measure the
cluster formation time: does it take few or many dynamical
times?Elmegreen(2000) presented a number of arguments
for rapid star formation in∼1-2 dynamical timescales, in-
cluding scales relevant to star clusters.Tan et al. (in
prep.) presented arguments for somewhat longer forma-
tion timescales and argued that star formation in clusters is
a quasi-equilibrium process. For example, the age spread
of stars in the Orion Nebula Cluster is at least 2.5 Myr
(Palla and Stahler, 1999), while the dynamical time is only
7 × 105 yr for the cluster as a whole, and is much shorter
in the central region. A relatively long formation timescale
is also consistent with the observed morphologies of pro-
toclusters in CS molecular lines:Shirley et al. (2003)
found approximately spherical and centrally concentrated
morphologies for a large fraction of their sources, suggest-
ing they are older than a few dynamical times. Long for-
mation timescales mean that the observed central locations
of massive stars could be due either to central formation or
mass segregation (or both). A corollary of long formation
timescales is that the level of turbulence in the clump must
be maintained, possibly by protostellar outflows and HII re-
gions (see§2.2,§4.2). Studies of the spatial distributions of
massive stars in more embedded, presumably less dynami-
cally evolved, clusters should help to resolve this issue.

As with spatial segregation, there is also no consen-
sus about whether there is a temporal segregation in mas-
sive star formation from the surrounding cluster: do mas-
sive stars form early, late or contemporaneously with the
other cluster members? Late formation of massive stars
was often proposed, since it was expected that once massive
stars were present, they would rapidly disrupt the remaining
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gas with their feedback. However,Tan and McKee(2001)
showed that the impact of feedback was much reduced in
a medium composed of dense cores, virialized and orbiting
supersonically in the clump potential.Dale et al. (2005)
have carried out the first simulations of photo-ionizing feed-
back in clusters and have confirmed that feedback is signifi-
cantly reduced in realistic, inhomogeneous clumps. The ob-
served numbers of UCHII regions (Kurtz et al., 1994) also
suggest that massive star ionizing feedback can be confined
inside∼ 0.1 pc for at least∼ 105 yr. Hoogerwerf et al.
(2001) have proposed that four O- and B-stars were ejected
2.5 Myr ago from the Orion Nebula Cluster, where massive
star formation is still underway. If true, this would indicate
that massive star formation occurred in both the early and
late stages of cluster formation.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Observational evidence suggests that stars at least up
to 30 M� form via an accretion based formation scenario.
Venturing to higher mass objects is an important observa-
tional future task. Theoretically, stars of all masses are ca-
pable of forming via accretion processes but it remains an
open question whether Nature follows that path or whether
other processes become more important for the highest-
mass stars. Recent work suggests that the accretion-based
formation scenario in turbulent molecular cloud cores is the
more likely way to build most stars of all masses.

Regarding the evolutionary sequence outlined in the In-
troduction, the HMPO and Final-Star stages have been stud-
ied extensively in the past, whereas the earliest stages of
massive star formation, i.e., High-Mass Starless Cores and
High-Mass Cores harboring Low/Intermediate-Mass Proto-
stars, are just beginning to be explored in more detail. The
coming years promise important results for the initial con-
ditions of massive star formation and the origin of the IMF.

One of the observational challenges of the coming
decade is to identify and study the properties of genuine ac-
cretion disks in high-mass star formation (see also the chap-
ter byCesaroni et al.). Are massive accretion disks similar
to their low-mass counterparts, or are they massive enough
to become self-gravitating entities? Determining the na-
ture of the broad Radio Recombination Lines in HCHII

regions requires high spatial resolution and high sensitiv-
ity, which both will be provided by the EVLA and ALMA.
Ultimately, we need to understand how outflows are colli-
mated and driven. Do they originate from the surface of
the disk? What fraction of the matter that becomes unstable
and begins falling toward the star/disk actually makes it into
the star versus being thrown back out via bipolar outflows?
What fraction of the outflow mass is due to gas entrain-
ment and what fraction is due to recycled infalling gas? At
what evolutionary stage is the IMF actually determined?
Furthermore, astrochemistry is still poorly investigated, but
the advent of large correlator bandwidths now allows us to
investigate the chemical census in massive star-forming re-
gions regularly in more detail. An important astrochemical

goal is to establish chemical clocks for star-forming clumps
and cores.

The observational capabilities available now and com-
ing online within the next few years are exciting. To men-
tion a few: The SPITZER observatory, and especially the
SPITZER surveys GLIMPSE and MIPSGAL will provide
an unprecedented census of star-forming regions over large
parts of the Galactic Plane. The so far poorly explored far-
infrared spectrum will be available with the launches of
SOFIA and Herschel. The SMA is currently opening the
submm spectral window to high spatial resolution observa-
tions, and ALMA will revolutionize (sub)mm interferome-
try and star formation research in many ways. Near- and
mid-infrared interferometry is still in its infancy but early
results from the VLTI are very promising. In addition, many
existing observatories are upgraded to reach new levels of
performance (e.g., PdBI, EVLA, CARMA). Combining the
advantages of all instruments, massive star formation re-
search is going to experience tremendous progress in the
coming years.

Theorists face the same challenges as observers in un-
derstanding the formation and evolution of the molecular
clouds and clumps that are the sites of massive star for-
mation, the processes by which individual and binary mas-
sive stars form, the origin of the IMF, the strong feedback
processes associated with massive star formation, and the
interactions that occur in stellar clusters. Here the primary
progress is likely to come from simulations on increasingly
powerful computers. By the time of the next Protostars
and Planets meeting, it should be possible to simulate the
formation of a cluster of stars in a turbulent, magnetized
medium, to assess the merits of existing theoretical mod-
els, and to point the way toward a deeper understanding of
massive star formation.
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